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Editorial

The cover of this issue of the Calendar

takes on a new look and provides us with a
taste of things to come. The dress by Bill
Gibb in many shades of red is amongst the
new acquisitions for the fashion collection
at Lotherton. It was Lotherton that gave
the collection of historical costume its first
home and the part played
permanent
by Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne in this
It was
has already been acknowledged.
difficult at one time to see how this
collection should develop without repeating
the work of other museums in the North.
As is so often the case the solution was
suggested by the collection itself which
consists mainly of fashionable costumes as
distinct f'rom everyday dress. It has always
been the intention to acquire f'r Lotherton
fine examples of the decorative arts up to
our own day, and indeed this has been
happening with furniture, ceramics and
silver for some time. Why then not compliment these with modern clothes, and what
better way to begin than to acquire the more
extravagant creations of some of our best
younger fashion designers. Bill Gibb's work
is much admired and probably needs no
introduction. Besides the dress shown on
the cover Bill Gibb is now also represented
by an exotic dress decorated with snow
owls, delicately painted and embroidered
by Valerie Yorston, which has a maribou
hat and shoulder decoration by Alison
Combe; she was responsible for the 'waterfall'ecoration on the cover dress too.
The collection of modern studio pottery
has a rather similar history to that of the
costume collection in that it was begun a
long time ago but never had the right
conditions to make it grow. Lotherton has
provided the inspiration, and indeed the
hard cash in the form of the Endowment
fund, behind its development. A number
pots were seen at the last Acquisitions Exhibition and caused much interest.
Included in this year's purchases are a pot
of'odern

series by Dave
from a very individual
Cohen decorated with coloured glazes used
to create landscape effects. Coloured glazes
have a long history in the English ceramic
tradition as does the use of tin-glaze which
is used by Alan Caiger-Smith of the Aldermaston pottery whose bowl, decorated in
blue and wax-resist, is another recent

purchase.
An eighteenth century tin-glazed bowl
and the superb Impressionist painting, Les
Champs, by Alfred Sisley (1839—
99) were the
two major purchases which took account
of the entire purchase grant this year. Even
so their acquisition was only made possible
by taking advantage of the Estate Duty
legislation, government grants and the help
of dealers. Les Champs, which was formerly
in the collection of Lord and Lady Marks,
was valued for probate purposes in 1971 at
$45,000, but owing to its exemption from
estate duty could be off'ered to Leeds, or for
that matter any other public museum, at
$ 18,000. This sum was met with the aid of a
50/o government grant, so in effect Leeds
has bought for 9,000 a painting of outstanding importance and attraction worth
many times that figure. Sisley painted Les
Champs in 1874, the year in which his circle
became known as the 'Impressionists'nd
it forms a fascinating comparison with
another work, Soleil Couchant, already in
the Leeds collection, which was painted in
the following year. That picture is a more
conservative, more classical landscape in
the eighteenth century tradition and its
The
mood is quiet and contemplative.
delftware bowl —which is probably unique
—was sold anonymously at Sothebys in 1970,
for what was then a record price, and was
bought from Jellinek and
subsequently
Sampson at a specially reduced price of
$3,000. It also attracted a 50/o government grant. This tall, elegant if rather
lop-sided bowl is decorated in blue monochrome with medallion portraits of James

$

Francis Edward Stuart, the 'Old
the rather mysterious inscription T:
Lilley 1732. It is undoubtedly one of the
most important pieces of delftware to come
to light for some time.
The government grant-in-aid administered by the Victoria and Albert Museum
has been considerably increased this year,
otherwise it would not have been possible
to acquire the fine oak cupboard discussed
elsewhere in this edition of the Calendar or
some pieces of early nineteenth century
porcelain, including a pair of superlative
Swansea botanical dishes from the Gosford
Castle service now displayed at Lotherton.
It is good to be able to report that at long
last the alterations to Smithfield which
f'r the reserve
include accommodation
collections and study rooms are almost
complete. This is not before time as there
is considerable
pressure already from a
Pretender'nd

Alfred Sisley
BE

(r88g —ggj, Les Champs (Fieldsl,

number of educational groups who are
wanting to use the new f'acilities. Work on
the old chapel and the restoration of the
splendid eighteenth
century library are
well advanced too.
In June we welcomed Emmeline Leary to
the staff as Trainee Assistant. She is already
making a valuable contribution in many
different activities including her work on
the costume collection.
It is always sad to say goodbye to students
who have worked at Temple Newsam, but
none more than Karin Walton who was a
post-graduate student here for two years.
In particular we are gratef'ul and f'ull of
admiration for the work that she put into
the recent and very successful exhibition of
English upholstery. Our best wishes go
with her to Bristol where she is now
Assistant Curator of'Applied Arts.

oil on canvas,

d6x 6r

cm.

The Rothwell Pottery and Its Wares

Recent studies have successfully identified
cream-coloured
earthenware
made at

factories in Staffordshire, Derbyshire and
the West Country whose products had
been unknown.
One of the
previously
results of these studies has been to diminish
the reputation of the creamware made in
Yorkshire, particularly since a significant
proportion of the pottery at one time
at
thought to have been manufactured
Leeds can now be shown to have come from
either Staffordshire or Derbyshire. No
doubt some of this reputation will be
of
recovered, and a better understanding
the creamware made at the Leeds Pottery
will be gained, as more becomes known
about the products of the other factories in
South Yorkshire which made creamware
in the late eighteenth century. One of the
more important of these factories was the
Rothwell Pottery which, as trial excavations have proved, made a creamware
equal in quality to much of that made at
Leeds. This article is an endeavour to
rewrite the history of the Rothwell Pottery
from contemporary sources —a task long
overdue as modern writers have relied
almost exclusively on the accounts given
by the Kidsons and Grabham.'t is also a
record of recent attempts to identify the
wares made at Rothwell from the excavated
evidence now available.
The history of the Pottery at Rothwell,
which is about four miles south east of
Leeds, began in 1767 when a disused glass
house and its adjoining buildings, situated
between the market cross and the beck in
an area now known as Pottery Fold,
were leased from Sir William Lowther for a
period of twenty one years at a rent of 15
a year. The lessees were named as John
Smith of Silkstone and John Pullen, a

$

mason from Wath, and they also agreed to
take the lease of Broomhill Close with its
house and outbuildings
from 1772 for
seventeen years, the rent being g7 a year.
They were granted the 'liberty of getting
clay for the making of brick and other uses
in the works of a Pottery which they or
either of them shall carry on upon the
above demised premises in any such of the
waste grounds of the Manor of Rothwell'.2
The glasshouse was converted into a
pottery in 1768 and it has been recorded
that the pots produced there were 'such as
are made in Burslem in Staffordshire'nd
that the business was 'very briskly carried
on by Mr.
Smith, Paintor'.s The Pottery
expanded rapidly and a flint mill and a
house were built on Breary Royd Bottom.
In 1770 there were three partners at
Rothwell but it appears that one of them,
probably John Pullen, wanted to withdraw from the concern, as from May until
the July of that year John Smith advertised
in the Leeds Mercury in the following way:
'ROTHWELL POTWORKS One third
share of Rothwell Potworks to be disposed
of. Any person intending to purchase, may
apply to Mr. Smith at Rothwell, one of the
proprietors,'4 and in September 1770 the
three partners were named as John Smith,
William Neild and John Sacheverele.
Shortly after this James Ramsay became
the fourth partner. A deed dated 1770
shows that Sir William Lowther leased
to William Neild, a Leeds gentleman,
'that building commonly called the glasshouse but now used as a Pottery'. This
document also provides us with a useful
description of the potworks at that time.
There were 'three
for the
baking of Delpht-ware, and also five other
buildings adjoining... called the Ware-

J.

Ovens...

p

P~.

house, the Hot-house, the Turning-house,
the Damp-house, and the Slip-house, with
a Slip-Pan and two stone Gisterns in the
same, also two Sun Pans a slip-Pan and an
Oven in the Yard...'.s The lease was for
one year only, but it could be renewed
annually for the sum of f34.
Sadly, as was so often the case with
similar ventures in Yorkshire, the Rothwell
Pottery was not a financial success. By
1772 it was being operated at a loss and
John Platt, the architect and potter who
had recently sold his own share in a pottery
at Rotherham, was called in to value the
works at Rothwell. In December 1772 he
recorded in his Diary that he was at
'Rothwell valuing Building & Stock of
Smith ye Painter and three more partners
of a Pottery at Rothwell near Leeds, which
they gave up, the works not answering nor
could they carry on without more capital
spent...'a A transcript of Platt's manuscript valuation, recently acquired by the
British Museum Library, is printed as an
appendix to this article.'he document
shows that the Rothwell Pottery was a fairsized business, but tiny compared to that
at Leeds. The value of the building and its
contents, excluding models, moulds and
450. Platt
patterns was put at nearly
valued the flint mill and its contents at just
over 440. Included in this valuation were
63 tons of Devonshire clay at 29s. per ton,
flint, white and red lead, finished wares, a
large quantity of fired and unfired ware
and various types of bricks. Plat t remarked
that the flint mill 'is believed to be the most
compleat of the kind in England'nd that
it had not cost less than 600. The models
200. This
moulds etc. had cost nearly
could be compared to the same valuer's
assessment of the worth of the Leeds Pottery
in 1791, which was 53,860. 14s. 8 f d.
In the January of 1773 the partners
agreed to make an immediate assignment
of their copartnership estate, stock and
effects for the benefit of creditors, and a
meeting was called for 11th February to
'chuse assignees'. Messrs. Fenton, Walker
& Keeling were appointed. William Neild
remained as agent in the warehouse, which
we learn from an advertisement was 'open
f'r sale as usual'Appendix I). The Rothwell Pottery was advertised for sale from

J.
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Plate, d.

a55

and yellow
Collection.

green

cm, pale cream, painted with manganese,
Law rence
under
the glaze. Heather

2. Plate, d. a55 cm, pale cream, painted with green and
purPle enamels. Heather Lawrence Collection.
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April until June, 1773'ut no purchaser
could be found and the pottery was
advertised again a year later in April and
May 1774, this time probably with success.
No record of a sale has been traced but the
Pottery was not bought by Samuel Shaw, a
Staffordshire potter, as the Kidsons supposed.'annah and Samuel Shaw's pottery
in Rothwell was obviously a different
concern (see Appendix IV). It seems likely
that the Rothwell Pottery was bought by
William Neild who remained there until
his death in the late 1770's and that then
his widow, Ann, carried on the business.
Ann Neild married William Taylor
in July 1780~s and the Taylors
worked the pottery 1'r a further five years
before —joining William Thompson at the
Castleford Pottery and later establishing
the Swillington Bridge Pottery. In 1785 or
1786 the Rothwell Pottery was let to E.
Medley who advertised in February 1786:
'ROTHWELL POTTERY E. Medley of
Rothwell, Begs Leave to inform the Public
that she has purchased the Stock in Trade,
and all the Untersils belonging to the
Pottery at Rothwell near Leeds and has
also taken the Pot Works there, lately
occupied by Mr. Taylor.
All persons who please to favor her with
their Orders may depend upon being well
supplied with the very best Articles, both
in the Fine and Common Ware and at the
most reasonable
lease of the Rothwell Pottery expired
in 1788 and there is no evidence to suggest
that any pottery was produced there after
that date. William Taylor is given as the
tenant in the Land Tax Assessments until
1788, and presumably he sub-let the works
to E. Medley. Messrs. Burton &. Willans
were the tenants from 1789—
90, but their
occupation is not known.~s Batty records
that the tower at the pottery fell down in
1808.'ottages were built on Pottery Fold
and although these have been demolished
and the site is now vacant, the ground has
been much disturbed and a trial excavation
in June 1972 yielded only a small amount
of evidence for the wares made at the
Rothwell Pottery." Nevertheless, this added
to the evidence of shards found in the banks
of the beck which runs along the northern
boundary of the site, have enabled us to
of'horp

prices'.'he

Fig.
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the underside
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letter

B.

of pots which were made at the Rothwell
Pottery.

As we have seen the wares made at
Rothwell can be divided into two main
groups: those made from the coarse local
clays which the owners were allowed by the
1767 lease 'the liberty of getting'rom
land in the Rothwell district and those
made from imported West Country clays
and flint. A single shard of tin-glazed
pottery was found on the site in June 1972.
Obviously this does not constitute
delftware was made there, although
the 1770 deed mentions 'Delpht-ware'nd
Jewitt records a tradition that tin-glazed
pottery was made in Yorkshire.'s The local
red clay was in fact used to make a great
variety of'domestic wares which were often
covered in a white slip and 'blotched'ith
a manganese glaze. Numerous shards
ware have been found on the site,
though little can be deduced from these
about the shapes of the finished pieces.
Of'ore interest are the so-called finewares, and to get some idea of the range of
products made at Rothwell we must look,
amusingly enough, at the records of'he
Wakefield sessions, for in January 1775
Thomas Carr, who worked in the warehouse at the Pottery, was charged with
stealing three 'Earthen plain Table plates,
twelve small plain Earthen plates,...
three small painted Earthen plates,... four
Earthen Dishes and one Earthen Terene'
proof'hat

of'his

...

there is some reason to suppose that a saltglaze kiln was operating there as well.
Unfortunately Platt's valuation (Appendix
II) records nothing that would confirm this
but several white salt-glazed fragments
have been found on the site, three of which
are illustrated in Fig. 1. These do little more
than cast doubts on the widely held belief
that all stoneware of this type was made in
Staffordshire, but they are no less useful for
that. It must be said, however, that
attributions of white salt-glazed stoneware
to Yorkshire factories, such as the jug
inscribed 'John Platt', recently discovered
regarded very
by John Mallet,
sceptically by some historians of English
pottery.
In an otherwise rather negative report
something positive can be said about the
cream-coloured earthenware made at the
creamRothwell
Numerous
Pottery.
coloured shards were found, both glazed
and unglazed. They show that Rothwell
creamware was of a good quality and
apparently well potted. The glaze colours
varied greatly, but the most common
seems to have been a rather bright lemon
yellow, often tinged with green. Another
type of glaze —probably a later one —was
greyish-green, rather like that found on
later Leeds pottery and some of the creamware thought to have been made at Castleford. A number of unglazed shards show
border patterns for plates which seem to
have been peculiar to Rothwell and from
these it has been possible to identify a
number of pieces which were almost
certainly made there. Drawings of these
borders can be seen in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a, which
could be called the leaf, cross and bead
border, occurs on a plate in Heather
Lawrence's Collection in which the moulded pattern has been stained deep-green,
and on another rather similar example in
the Yorkshire Museum, York (pl. 4) .
Fig. 2b shows the Rothwell version of the
feather border which consists of eight
equally spaced barbs and which has already
been illustrated by Towner along with
variations used at Melbourne and Leeds
and by Wedgwood and W. B. Fenton.
Quite obviously we cannot expect to find
that factories were consistent in their use
of the feather border —a very common

're

Teapot and lid, h. r6 cm, deep cream decorated toith
manganese
and green glazes. National
Trust,
Treasurer's House, Torh.

3.

mottled

belonging to the assignees, and 'three other
Earthen Dishes,... three other Earthen
plates,... three Earthen Basons... three
Earthen painted Juggs,... one Earthen
and one Earthen Terene',
picle
the property of Smith, Neild and Sacherverele. Carr was found guilty and publicly
whipped. On the same occasion, when the
warehouse was broken into 'thirty six
dozen of the best plates called Queen'
ware, several pieces of enamelled ware and
several quantities of pottery of different
sorts'ere 'feloniously stolen thereout'.
We now know that a white salt-glazed
stoneware of the type usually associated
with the Staffordshire potters was made at
a number of Yorkshire factories, although
the Kidsons thought that this idea was
preposterous.'hite salt-glaze was certainly made at Rotherham for a trade-card
dating from the time of Platt's partnership
with Walker, which has been illustrated by
Kidell, lists 'White Stone Ware's one of
the staple products of the Pottery.2o This
was during the early years of Rothwell and

leaf;...

pattern —and, for instance, the Melbourne
variation is f'ound also on a block removed
from the Leeds Pottery by the Kidsons in
the late nineteenth
century and on a
creamware sauceboat with Leeds-type terminals at Temple Newsam House. All the
Rothwell feather edge shards show the
same characteristics, however, and it seems
reasonable to attribute a number of plates in
Heather Lawrence's collection, two ofwhich
are illustrated here (pls. 1 and 2) to Rothwell. The other borders which seem to have
been peculiar to Rothwell are the 'cocks
2c) and the very strange 'entwined
ribbon'Fig. 2d). No complete piece of
creamware with the ribbon border has been
found, but Heather Lawrence possesses a
plate on which the 'cocks tail'order has
been stained green (pl. 5). It should be
noted that two rather similar 'cocks
used at Melbourne have been
illustrated by Towner.
The other border patterns found at
Rothwell are by no means unique, but
drawings of them can be found in Fig. 3.
which shows the bead edge (a), the gadrooned border which seems to have been
used on wavy-edged as well as on octagonal
plates (b), two borders described in the
tail'Fig

tail'orders

36 cm, pale

4.

Plate, d.

5.

Plate, d. g5 7 cm, pale cream, the moulded

cream, the moulded border stained

deep green. 1orhshire Museum,

stained green. Heather

forts.

Lawrence

Collection.

border

Pattern Book as 'Royal'nd
d respectively), a ribbed
moulding (e) and a simple moulding (f).
On an unglazed shard with one of these
borders (Fig. 3b) was found the only mark
which has so far come from the site. This
was an impressed upper case letter B and
Leeds Pottery

'Queens'c and

no doubt belonged to a potter. Apart f'rom
the border mouldings very few of the other
features of Rothwell creamware are known.
Fig. 4 shows some of the rather meagre
evidence recovered from Pottery Fold. The
handles used seem to have been much like
those used at Leeds: simple ribbed loops,
loops with a single central groove and the
double intertwined loop, either made from
cord-like pieces of clay or f'rom ribbed
strips of'lattened section. It would seem
that both square and globular teapots were
made with cable or bead mouldings and
that a conical knob was used. Evidence f'r
one terminal only has been found a single
leaf —and a sauceboat in the Yorkshire
Museum possesses this feature. There is
evidence for slip-cast cream wares with

6.

Part of a tea service, deep cream, decorated tvith a mottled manganese glaze. Colonial 8'illiamsburg

elaborate moulded designs —perhaps like
those associated with William Greatbatch.
A plate in the Treasurer's House, York,
which has cable borders of the type shown
in Fig. 3b. Admittedly the type which is
mottled with various coloured glazes is
well-known in Staffordshire, but we know
that it was also produced at a number of
factories in South Yorkshire as well, including Leeds. A number of shards with
coloured glazes have been found at Rothwell and on this particular plate in the
Treasurer's House are found the marks
made by the type of stilts excavated at
Rothwell along with other kiln furniture.
In the past some very un-Staffordshire
looking creamware with coloured glazes
has been called 'Wheildon'nd
classed as
Staffordshire. The Kidsons knew of marked
Leeds pottery decorated with metallic
oxides but warned collectors that these
pieces were of the 'utmost rarity'nd that
it was not safe to assign this type of ware to
Leeds in the absence of a mark.~n More
recently Towner has attempted to identify
some of the unmarked Leeds 'tortoise-shell
ware'ncluding a now famous manganesecoloured coffee pot at Temple Newsam
House.24 It was Donald Towner also who
first began, on the evidence of the colour
and appearance of shards belonging to
Heather Lawrence, to attribute colouredglazed creamware to Rothwell. Some time

Foundation,

Virginia.

ago he singled out a jug in the Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge as being possibly
from the Rothwell Pottery and he has
very tentatively suggested that a teapot
at Temple Newsam House could have
been made there too. Since then a number
of pieces belonging to this group have come
to light including teapots in the Treasurer's
House, York (pl. 3), the Yorkshire Museum
and in the Zeitlin collection and part of a
tea service in the Colonial Williamsburg
Museum, Virginia (pl. 6) . It must be
that the attribution of this
emphasised
group to Rothwell is very tentative indeed
at this stage, but we feel instinctively that
the group was made in Yorkshire.
Another
was
type of ware which
made at Rothwell —certainly
obviously
near the end of the Pottery's existence —was
decorated with 'marbled'lips which appear
black and brick-red in their unglazed
state, but this is a common Yorkshire type
and the shards found at Rothwell do not
provide enough evidence to suggest the
forms used.
Finally some progress has been made
towards identifying the painting done at
Rothwell. We have seen (p. 7 above and
advertisement,
appendix I) that there is
documentary evidence to show that the
painting was done at the works. Two plates
in Heather Lawrence's collection, both
with the moulded feather edge shown in
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Fig. 2b, give us a clue as to what this looked
like. One is painted in high temperature
colours under the glaze with a bird design
and the other in rather thick but delicately
used enamel colours with flowers and
foliage (pls. 1 and 2).
Admittedly the evidence for Rothwell
pottery is very slight. The pots which have
1. Joseph

R. Kidson

identified are few and
rather than aesthetic significance, but it is hoped, that by recording
what is known about Rothwell, an important Yorkshire factory will begin to receive
much more serious consideration.

been positively

of'rchaeological

HEATHER LAWRENCE

PETER WALTON
12. Kidson, p. 117.

and Frank Kidson, Historical
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APPENDIX I
Advertisement

in The Leeds Mercury,

13 April, 8 and 15 June, 1773.

ROTH WELL POTWORKS, in the county of York, situated within 4 miles from Leeds and 5 1'rom Wakefield,

road leading to Wakefield, and within a small distance I'rom the navigable rivers,
1 mile from the turnpike
of which Pottery abounds with a great variety of'lay and coal. The
Aire and Calder, the neighbourhood
buildings consist of a large hovel containing 3 kilns, and capable of containing 4, with all proper conveniences;
two large warehouses, and other convenient houses, for carrying the pottery business in the most commodious
and extensive manner, wherein are a large quantity of Devonshire clays, and all tools and utensils necessary
for workmen, with a great variety of original and working moulds in thc newest taste.
All the buildings open into a spacious yard, enclosed and secured with a substantial wall. Also several dwellinghouses for workmen contiguous, all in the best repair and condition; together with a new erected flint mill,
which works one pan of 15 feet, one of 5, and another of 3 1'eet diameter. Also a small pan for grinding
colours, and a pair of stones f'r grinding of'palister, clays, etc., with conveniences for erecting a machine
for slip and beating of clay. A dwelling-house for the flint-grinder, and 3 spacious rooms, well lighted and
fitted up, f'r the Enamel work, and 2 reserviours wherein are 25 000 pecks of ground flint, and other suitable
conveniences, and about 9 acres of very good meadow ground adjoining the flint mill.
The whole of the said buildings and grounds are held by lease for the term of 21 years, under Sir W. Lowther,
Bart., at the yearly rent of L44, whereof about 19 years remain to expire, renewable at the end of 7 and 14
years for a further term of 21 years. Which lease, with the clays, utensils, moulds, and materials, and a stock of
of'namel
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ware on the premises, are intended to be sold to the best bidder, on Tuesday, the 22nd day ofJune next, between
the hours of 3 and 6 in the afternoon, at the house of Mrs. Cooke, the Old King's Arms, in Leeds, according to
conditions then and there to be produced, unless before sold by private contract, of which timely notice will be
given. For further particulars enquire of Thomas Fenton, Esq., of Rothwell Haigh, and Mr. Thomas Walker,
of the Glass House, both in the parish of Rothwell, and Mr. Samuel Keeling of Rothwell, aforesaid, to whom
John Smith 8c. Company, the late proprietors of the said Pottery, have assigned the same, together with the
rest ol their copartnership effects, in trust for the benefit of their partnership creditors, and all such persons as
do now stand indebted to the same copartnership are desired forthwith to pay the same to the said trustees, or
they will be sued without further notice.
And for a view of the premises to be sold enquire at the Pottery.
The works are carried on, and the warehouse open for sale, as usual.

APPENDIX II

EDITED TRANSCRIPT OF JOHN PLATT'S VALUATION
POTTERY, 1772

OF THE ROTHWELL

AN

By courtesy of the British Library Board.

An Inventory of the Stock in Trade Utensils Book Debts and Credits, Buildings and Improvements appertaining
to the Pottery at Rothwell in the County of York the joint property of John Smith John Sacheverele William
Neild & the Reprobative of James Ramsey Esq., Deceased taken by John Platt & Thomas Allot lin as Accurate
a manner as the time &. information they were able to get would admit

of....

ec

o

0
CI

'a

ct

CI

The amount of the wares in the Warehouses the Green Ware & Bisket
included
Brick in Clamp 8r. in the yard 33 Thousand
Firebricks Cupboard bricks 8t. Quarry
White & Red Lead
Sundries in the Sliphouse 8t Mill for Glaze &
Sundry Boards, paste, Benches, Barrows, 2 Carts, Drums, Planks, Scale
Beams & Weights, Dark Saggars & frames
Sundries in the preparing Rooms including two throwing wheels 3
Lathes with Chocks &c.
The Pans, Shelves, Table &c. in the 2d. Warehouse
The
Belt Warehouse
Building. The new Warehouse part of the Sliphouse. 3 Sheds & one
Shed in the yard 2 kilns & the pot kiln in the Hovel
Devonshire Clays 63 Tons
29/ —
34/ —pr Dozn
Cypruss Lawns N'. 66
A Large Quantity of Models, Moulds, patterns 8r. also the Working i
Moulds, Blocks, Spout blocks Spout & Handle moulds the original cost of
which would be a considerable sum but had not time to particularize
Total valuation of'he pottery

j

..

..

Do...

..

..

..

6
0
CI

d''urnt

20 Tons of Flint Stones
4
1350 Pecks of Ground Flint
4 Tons of plaistor
1$ Chaldron of Lime
8000 Crate Rods
2 Tons of ground fire Clay & Brick
Sundry Ends of Timber &c...
12 oak poles
Barrow Wire Sieves & working Tools
1$ Tons of Slate
Flint kiln
2 Brick building, slated over flint cistern
Building over the water wheel
The Flint Mill including all the wheels Millwrights
work Machinery &c. as taken from particulars..

..

(a 20/—
Cw

23/d.
1 1

10,
10/6
22/—

............
....
......
..

Total Valuation of pottery & Mill &c.

3.

167.

13.
6.
13.
22.
29.

9.
4.
8.

3.

4.

3.

3.

—. 9.

12. 3. 10.
2. 19.
5. 8. 9.
77.

6.

91. 7.
9. 9.

9.

L 449. 19. 11.

20.
4. 12.
61. 17.
2.
15.
8. 16.

11.

5.
1. 16.
2. 5.
18.
2.

12.

5.

[

420

18.

5.

441.

6.

5.

f997.

2.

7.

Then follorvs a summary of the financial state of the Pottery uhich shows that on rd December, r77a the business was
insolvent to the amount of gui5. ros. rod., the assets amounting to gr396. iys. zd. and the debt being gr6rz 8s. Thisis
followed by an 'Account of the Securities for money and other Effects'hich formed part of the estate of Colonel games Ramsay.
They amounted to gz r ag. rs. 8d.
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Finally there are some general remarks which give a very graphic picture
ware manufacture:

of the

$

costings involved in e'tghteenth

century earthen-

'The finished wares on a second valuation for the amounted to 200. The Bisket wares & Greenware included
30 in labour & Materials &
in the valuation of the finished wares in the first Article if fixed up will cost abt
produce

F130 at least.—

$

'The buildings have certainly cost a great deal more money, but they are valued at a price a purchaser need
not scruple to give 1'r them.—

..

'Clays will Require as under for 63 Tons the following materials to make up into saleable wares
4 Tons of White Lead at f30
Coals to the amount of
Carriage
Wages to Manufacturers at L 10 pr. week
Sundry contingent materials

$ 120
$ 120
$ 130

630
150

$ 1150
'This Sum of /1150 to be laid out in Manufacturing the materials on hand will produce weekly 2 kilns
finished ware at f24 pr. kiln which in 63 weeks will amount to 3024.

$

'The Models moulds &c. cost nearly

$200.

—

of

$

'The Mill with the Machinery (exclusive of'all the materials) has not cost less than 600 and is believed to be
supposed to clear (over & above our own Consumption during
the most compleat of the kind in England, it's
6 Rainy months 8. pounds per week'In the summer season it used by Day only to grind plaistor clay & other materials for the General use
work, well work 20 pr. year.—

$

of'he

'The annual Rent of the pottery with about 10 acres of Grass Land (in the middle of which the Mill is erected)
twice at the end of seven years during the life of the Lessor for L'44 —

we made on a lease for 24 years renewable

'.w.

APPENDIX IH
List of Potters mentioned

Thomas Wood,
Enoch Ball
Richard March
William Astbury
Thomas Nichels
Benjamin Taylor
John Wagstaff
Richard Taylor
Philip Porter
Handley Pool

in the Rothwell Parish Register.

1768—70
1770—73
1770

1770-1
1771
1771
1772
1775
1778
1789

Note: Hanley Pool is known to have worked at the Rothwell Pottery before moving to the Castleford Pottery
and later to the Ferrybridge Pottery. Enoch Ball is later mentioned as living in Hunslet.
H. L.

APPENDIX IV
THE SHAW'S POTTERY AT ROTHWELL
The Shaw's Pottery has, in the past, been contused with the Rothwell Pottery.
In February 1774 Hannah and Samuel Shaw demised two cottages and a barn, part of'which 'is now used as
Shaw had inherited this property
an Oven or Firestead for the burning of'otts or Earthenware'.'annah
from her father in 1767. She married Samuel Shaw at Rothwell in 1771 at which date they secre both described
as being of that parish.
In June 1774 Samuel Shaw advertised in the I'ollowing way:
'A New Pottery. This is to inform the Public, that Samuel Shaw of Rothwell, Potter (late of Sta(fordshirc)
makes and sells all sorts of Cream-coloured, Red, Yellow and Painted Ware, at his New Pottery in Rothwcll,
where Tradesmen and Others may depend on being served at the very lowest Prices, Wholesale and
died in 1776 and on July 23rd of that year the following announcement appeared in the Leeds hdercury;
'To be sold, by Wholesale or Retail, at the House of the late Samuel Shaw, in Rothwell, deceased, All sorts of
Cream-colour'd &. Painted Earthenware, also all kinds of Coarse Ware.
The House, Workhouse, and all the Tools and Implements belonging to the Pottery to be Lett'.
Nothing further is known of the Shaw's Pottery at Rothwell. Samuel Shaw's widow died in 1786. It is clear
that this Pottery was a di(ferent concern to the one on Pottery Fold, though it seems to have made very similar
wares. The site of'he Shaw's Pottery has not been located.
Retail.'haw

H.L

In the West Riding Registry of Deeds; BR 244 316.
Leeds ltdercury, 21 June, 1774; quoted by the Kidsons, p. 117, who interpretted it to mean that it was Samuel
Shaw who bought the Rothwell Pottery after the May 3rd advertisement of thc same year.
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Detail of espagnolette mask dressed with vines, one of a pair of ormolu end mounts.

An Exceptional Bureau -Plat
bp

B.V.R.B.

once with the letters 'FL'Fig. 6).
None of the mounts carry stamps, although
most are incised with file marks corresponding to cuts on the framework to ensure
correct positioning. One ormolu spray has
been re-cast from its twin component.
Stamping of furniture with the ebeniste's
in
name or mark was first adumbrated
some draft amendments to the statues of
in
the Corporation des Mcnuisiers-Ebcnistes
1743; these were given preliminary official
fbrm by letters patent signed by Louis XV
in March 1744 and were ratified by the
Parliament in August 1751, so there was
no obligation to stamp a piece before 1751.
There were three Parisian cbcnistes with the
initials B.V.R.B. but only the last two
employed a stamp, for Bernard I died in
1738. Bernard II, author of this table, had
become a maitre cbeniste by 1730 and died
in 1765/6.
The earliest precisely datable bureau-plat
by B.V.R.B.II is one made for the Dauphin
at Versailles in 1745. This (unstamped)
example is in a considerably more fluent
style that the Temple Newsam table which,
in its rather severe silhouette, suggests a
date round about 1740.s It is difficult to
reconcile the early style with the presence
of van Risenburgh's stamp unless Richard
Arundale deliberately ordered a slightly
archaic piece. The obscure mark 'F
one day provide a clue to this puzzle.
Unfortunately Vardy's drawing is undated,
but on the evidence of'is designs for
Allerton Park (dated 1746) it can hardly be
earlier than that year. Accordingly perhaps
the most satisfactory provisional date 1'r
this table is circa 1745.
Richard Arundale was a political figure
connections. He was
with architectural
appointed at the age of'hirty Surveyor
General to the Office of'orks (1726—37)
moving on to various posts including Master

When
the sumptuous
early-Georgian
library at Temple Newsam is re-f'urnished
it will have for a centre-piece the recently
acquired French table of impressive quality
and art-historical importance at present
displayed in the Chinese drawing room
(Fig. 2). This table is stamped three times
'B V R B'or Bernard van Risenburgh I I,
one of the most admired Parisian cbenistcs
of his day; it is not, however, just one more
spectacular example of French f'urniture
because there exists, in the Drawings
Collection of the Royal Institute of'British
Architects, an elegant pen and wash
drawing of this very table (Fig. 4) inscribed: 'J. Vardy delin at Mr.
artist can readily be identified as John
Vardy, the celebrated mid-18th century
architect, while Mr. Arundale is obviously
who commissioned
Richard Arundale
Vardy to design his country house at
Allerton Park, Yorkshire in 1746;2 this
table evidently formed part of the furnishings of that building or perhaps his London
house. It is significant that a prominent
British architect, who had many opportunities for influencing the taste of his fellow
countrymen, should have made a careful
pictorial record of this table; at that time
it was surmounted by an imposing cartonand
nier with a clock, candlebranches
sloping desk.
The table is constructed with a pine top
and under boards, has oak rails and legs,
walnut drawer linings and a tooled red
morocco leather writing surface. The kingwood veneer is inset with contrasting heartshaped panels on the drawer fronts. The
central drawer is flanked by narrow concealed drawers
(Fig. 3) between the
lateral pair and the opposite side is faced
with a matching arrangement of dummy
drawers. The long rails are impressed
rather hesitantly in three places
Arundales'.'he

'BVRB'nd
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L'ay

of the Mint, Lord of the Treasury and
Cofferer of the Royal Household. He was

apparently regarded by contemporaries as
something of a dilettante aesthete.4 Arundale presumably became acquainted with
Vardy during his spell at the Office of
Works and after 1746 engaged him to
enlarge his seat in Yorkshire. A correspondent wrote to him in July 1750:
your
Philosophy must be great indeed that can
at once transfer yourself from the Grandeur
and pleasure of a Court life to the humb!e,
but quiet and honest enjoyment of Old
Allerton."s His letters disclose many continental contacts, but do not reveal how
the table was acquired.
Richard Arundale died without issue in
1759 and ten years later his estate passed to
a nephew, the 2nd Viscount Galway of
Serlby Hall, Nottinghamshire
where this
table, together with its companion cartonnier (which has since disappeared)
were
removed. Both items are recorded in an
inventory of Serlby dated 25 Dec. 1774:

"...

'Book Room —One writeing Table inlaid
with Brass R. Covered with Leather... A
Case inlaid with brass and a Clock upon
table passed by descent to the
present Dowager Viscountess Galway who
sold it at Christies on 23 March 1972, lot 97.
John Vardy was trained as a Palladian
architect and enjoyed a long career in the
service of the King's Works; the commission
to build Spencer House, London provides
an indication of his stature. Drawings
preserved in the Victoria and Albert
Museum and R.LB.A.Drawings Collection
include interesting designs for furniture
after the manner of William Kent and in
the rococo idiom.'is brother Thomas, a
highly skilled ornamental carver engaged
in decorating interiors and possibly f'urniture, may have worked closely with him.
The art-historical significance of this
table resides not only in the fact that one
of the foremost British architects of the day
was moved to make a very detailed study
of its countenance, possibly with a view to

it.'he

Bureau-plat made by Bernard van Risenburgh ll about t7dd and acquired by Richard Arundale of Allerton Park,
?orkshire; 88 x 38 in. Purchased by Leeds Corporation anth the aid of a special government grant and contributions from t e
yl; A.C.F., Christies, Sir George Afartin and the L.A.C.F. in egypt.

2.

4. Pen and toash dratoing of the bureau-plat, c. t7d5 —5o
Vardy delin at Mr. Arundales'.
(6$ x top) inscribed
Lent to Temple Xetosam by the Royal Institute of British

'j.

A rchitects.

using the repertoire of ornament later or in
order to create a library for Arundale
centred on this masterpiece. Vardy (and
more speculatively his brother) was in a
position to exert powerful influence on
decorative craftsmanship during the vital
fbrmative phase of the English rococo style
and this table with its allied portrait, helps
to illuminate the cross currents of taste at
the time.
The table is also important as one of'the
few pieces of French furniture known to
have been in England prior to the Seven
Years War, which ended in 1763. There
is little evidence of a demand for French
cabinet work during the 1740's and 50's
although Thomas Chippendale supplied a
French Boulle commode to the Earl of
Dumfries in 1759. The vogue really
developed during the following decade
when, for instance, Chippendale visited
France and arranged to import chair
frames and the Parisian ebeniste Pierre
Langlois, who established a shop in London,
was widely patronised by the nobility and

gentry. Richard Arundale, in acquiring
this handsome table almost certainly during
the 1740's, anticipated by some fifteen
years the exclusive taste f'r fine quality
French furniture.
Viewed in terms of the Temple Newsam
furniture collection this table represents,
for the first time, French ebenisterie of elite
board
quality. The top, of unpanelled
construction and the walnut drawer linings
offer an instructive comparison with traditional English craft methods and the high
technical finish of the veneered surfaces
makes an interesting comment on equivalent native work. However, it is the massive
maturity of outline, carefully studied proportions and sophisticated ormolu mounts
invested with sculptural qualities elevating
them to minor works of art in their own
right that are most striking and make
much of the English rococo furniture
already at Temple Newsam appear distinctly modest in character.
CHRISTOPHER GILBERT
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6.

Imprint

3.

Detail showing one of the pair of narrow concealed drauurn

5.

Detail of ormolu mount

unidentified

of the maker's mark (stamped three limes) and
impressed initials F.L.

inset neith contrasting

NQ.

panels.

on veneered

kinguood ground

K9/17.

H.M. Colvin,
p. 642.

Dictz'onai>

of

English

.4rchitect.s,

I am gratel'ul to Sir Francis Watson for this and
other observations concerned with dating the
piece.
I am indebted to Howard Colvin for particulars
about Arundale's career.

5.

Nottingham
P.C. 0/3/20.

6.

Nottingham University
5/3: 12, 701.

7.

P. Ward-Jackson,

University

Galway

M.S.

Library, Galway

M.C.

Library,

English Furniture Designs of the
pp. 36-7 and pls. 39-45.
8. C. Gilbert, 'Thomas Chippendale at Dumfries
House', Burlington, Nov. 1969.
I am grateful to Peter Thornton for perceptive comments on the art-historical ramifications ol'hc table.
Eighteenth

Century,

An Oak Cupboard made in Lancashire

One of the highlights of the exhibition of
Oak Furniture from Lancashire and the
Lake District held at Temple Newsam
during the autumn was a handsome cupboard bought for the Leeds collections
earlier in the year with the aid of a government grant (Fig. I). Ofoak, it is constructed

in two stages, the lower with two drawers
above a pair of doors, the upper slightly
recessed, with a door either side of a fixed
central panel. The frieze above projects
and has a drop finial at each end. The
cornice is missing and the knobs are replacements, but otherwise the cupboard is
in original condition throughout. Vigorous
carved decoration, for the most part in a
rather distinctive flat manner, is concentrated on the upper stage. The lower is
carved too, and sports inlaid bands in two
simple designs, giving a certain variety of
colour, yellow and black contrasting with
the almost luminous reddish brown of the
rest of the cupboard. There are raised
panels in the front and sides, and these,
together with the moulded drawer fronts,
would in themselves have indicated a date
of c. 1700 were the top frieze not anyway
dated 1705 and initialled RSM. The
initials are probably those of the original
owners but so far they have not been
identified.
It is known, however, where the cupboard was made, for a verbal tradition has
it that it came from a farmhouse in the
Trough of Bowland. This can be corroborated by the similarity of a number of other
pieces of furniture also connected with
north Lancashire, in particular a fine
cupboard, somewhat smaller in scale and
with a different arrangement of drawers,
at Towneley Hall, Burnley. It is initialled
and dated IDM 1706. The latest related
example yet discovered is a cupboard which
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crossed the Atlantic and was formerly in the
collection of the Philadelphia Museum of
Art.'his one was made in 1712. The seven
years that separate it from the cupboard
now in Leeds made all the difference. The
tradition clearly declined, for the exuberant
decoration held in check on the earlier gave
way to a riot of carving and a dazzling
display of inlay. Two motifs only, with
variations,
account for nearly all the
carving on the Temple Newsam example,
and give it a balanced appearance that was
lost on the later cupboard and on much
other furniture made at the end of the
'Jacobean'radition. It is not certain where
the motifs came from, but sources of
other than printed pattern
inspiration
books are probably involved as they can
hardly have made inroads far into the more
isolated parts of the country. It is perhaps
worth noting, therefore, that the leaf and
bunch of grapes on the topmost frieze and
elsewhere (Fig. 2) do occur on a preNorman cross at Lancaster, although not
quite in this form.2
The immediate ancestry of the Temple
Newsam cupboard and the other members
of the same family can be traced back to
1657. This is the date carved on the earliest
member of a distinctly related group,3 even
more numerous but just as certainly made
in north Lancashire. The common factor
here is a characteristic band of carving not
unlike the pattern that was used most on the
Leeds cupboard, and a delightful panel
design that grew out of it. The two are seen
together on a beautiful dark chest at St.
Mary's Lancaster which, made in 1706, also
happens to be the latest of that series yet
discovered.4 They also occur on the pulpit
of 1684 at Over Wyresdale in the Trough
of Bowland and it is satisfying that at least
one of the places where the craftsmen

1. Oak cupboard initialled and dated RSM t7o5,
probably from a farmhouse in the 7 rough of Botoland.

2.

responsible were working can be pinpointed with certainty.
Taken together, the two groups of
furniture well demonstrate the survival of
traditional forms and carved designs in
country areas away from London. This
survival was entirely unselfconscious: it had
nothing of the deliberation of the Arts R
Crafts movement two centuries later, but
rested on the conservative taste of the land-

owners for whom the furniture was made,
and the adherence of the craftsmen to local
timbers, well-tried methods and established
designs. The Temple Newsam cupboard is
a shining example of this tradition in
Lancashire and, being dated, is a piece of

1.
2.

J. D.
City

considerable

Morse ted.l, Country Cabinettoork and Simple
Conference Report
Winterthur
Crosses

of

documentary

importance.

ANTHONY

Furniture,

1969, Fig. 2.
W. G. Collingwood, Xorthumbrian
Pre-~vorman Age, 1927, Fig. 74.

Detail of the upper stage.

the
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WELLS-COLE

3.

Christies 25 iv 1968 lot 119.

4.

Leeds, Oak Furniture from
Newsam,
Lancashire and the Lake District, 1973, no. 10.

Temple

3 Leeds

Collectors JVotebook:
z Creamware
amongst historians of ceramics until at
least 1957 when the first work to be devoted
entirely to English cream-coloured earthenware was published and Donald Towner
established a classification for creamware.
In 1924, for example, Rackham and Read
in their important work on English pottery
published a rather fine creamware cruet
in the R. T. Walker Collection at Temple
Newsam as Leeds. It is, in fact, very
positively impressed with the mark of Peter
and Francis Warburton who were Staffordshire potters (pl.
subscribers'ist in the Kidson's book
provides us with a useful directory of the
collectors of 'Leeds Ware'n the last
quarter of the nineteenth century. A great
many of them lived in the Leeds area, and
although Hollings travelled all over the
country to assemble his collection of Leeds
Pottery the majority of it came directly or
indirectly
from great local collections
like those of Edward Bond, T. Pridgen
Teale, John Rhodes, John Manning, John
Marshall Barwick and Richard Wilson.
Much of the pottery in these collections was
dispersed in the Leeds salerooms of Hepper
&, Sons, Hollis &. Webb and Abraham Riley
&. Son which had for so long been the
market place for collectors of Leeds pottery
in Yorkshire. The other main source was
the Kidsons'hop in Albion Street, the
stock of which was also drawn from the
major Leeds collections. It is of interest that
Hollings rarely bought 'Leeds Ware'n
London although he bought comprehensively at many of the great London sales of
English pottery in the twenties and thirties.
The fashion for collecting creamware seems
to have been centred in the north of
England.
Much of the 'Leeds Ware'n the Hollings
collection then, can be traced —with the
aid of his Notebook —to local sources. In
addition a lot of it can be shown to have a
provenance which goes back to the midnineteenth century when the collecting of

The nineteenth century use of the term
'Leeds Ware's a convenient label for all
cream-coloured earthenware was discussed
in an earlier article in the Calendar.'hat
Thomas Hollings, who gave his large
collection of English pottery to Temple
Newsam House in 1946—7, used a similar

terminology is shown by the way in which
he kept his Notebook, for in this Hollings
divided his collection into two clearly
defined groups. The slipware, salt-glaze
and early lead-glazed wares, which Hollings
attributed mainly to Staffordshire and
which formed one of these groups, was the
subject of the first part of this article.~ The
other group, which Hollings described in a
list numbered 1 —
667, included
blackware but consisted mainly of
cream-coloured
earthenware
invariably
attributed to Leeds. In a letter, written
towards the end of his life, Thomas
Hollings emphasised this division within
his collection which he described as a
collection 'of Leeds and other Pottery'.3
It is difficult to appreciate why so much
creamware came to be attributed to the
Leeds Pottery, especially as we know that
collectors have always been aware that it
was made by a great many other factories
as we11,4 but as early as 1892 Joseph and
Frank Kidson in their monograph, Historical
notices of the Leeds Old Pottery, found it
necessary to 'remind the collector that all
Cream ware is not Leeds, as, unfortunately,
many collectors and curators of museums
appear to think'.s The mania for collecting
'Leeds Ware'as at its height at this time,
and no doubt the acquisition and display
of the creamware in the John Holmes
Collection by the new Leeds Municipal
Art Gallery in 1892 added fresh impetus to
the craze in Yorkshire. It is rather amusing
to note that a creamware plate in the
Holmes Collection which is clearly impressed 'WEDGWOOD's described in the
early records of the Art Gallery as 'Leeds'.
This uncritical use of the term persisted

2).'he

'pearlware'nd
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1. Thomas Hollings
Photo: Torkshire Post

zoith 'Leeds
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Leeds Pottery from 1850 until 1878. This
and a great many other pots in the
Hollings Collection came from the vast
collection assembled by Richard Wilson
Some of these were bought at the
Wilson sales in Leeds and others at the
sale of H. C. Embleton in Newcastle Upon
Tyne in 1930."Embleton, who incidentally
gave a considerable amount of'Leeds
Temple Newsam just before his sale, had
acquired a major part of the Wilson
Collection when it was dispersed between
1910 and 1918. Fortunately the three

English pottery was in its infancy. A teakettle and stand (4.3/46 and 16.75/47), f'r
instance, came from one of the earliest of
the Leeds collections —that formed by
Edward Bond in the eighteen sixties and
seventies and sold almost ten years befbre
the publication of the Kidsons'ook. In
fact the piece is illustrated by the Kidsons
in a photograph taken from the Hepper
sale catalogue of 1884.9 Some pieces such
as the 'pearlware'uzzle
jug (16.134/47)
illustrated
to the
by Jewitt'elonged
Britten family who were proprietors of the

of'rmley.

Ware'o
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of the manuscript catalogue of
Richard Wilson's Collection are now at
Temple Newsam, and besides the Notebook described in part one of this article
another book kept by Thomas Hollings has
recently come to light. These five volumes
provide a great deal of information about
the creamware in the Leeds Art Museums.
The provenance of English pottery has
rarely been taken seriously by writers on the
subject, but the advantages of a collection,
a major part of which can be shown to come
from local sources in an area with a long
history of potting, are obvious. No doubt

the present furore in the world of
ceramic history, which has lead to the reattribution of so much 'Leeds Ware'o
factories other than Leeds, has died down, a
great deal of the creamware at Temple
Newsam will again be recognised as Leeds
pottery. Before this happy day arrives the
collections in Leeds will have to undergo a
rigorous critical reappraisal and the main
purpose of this article is to isolate some
groups of creamware at Temple Newsam
which were definitely not made at the Leeds
Pottery.
One of the earliest pieces of creamware
in the Hollings Collection is a deep cream
teapot decorated with applied decoration
stained with various colours (pl. 3) .
Hollings, who bought the pot from the
Clarke Sale in 1919,'s attributed it to

Wheildon. His attribution can be confirmed since the recent excavation on the
Fenton Low site in Staffordshire. The teapot was almost certainly made during
Wheildon's
Thomas
with
partnership
Josiah Wedgwood from 1754 to 1759 before
Wedgwood began the experiments which
were to change the face of the potting
industry.'s It is worth noting that Hollings
was well aware of a difference between
Staffordshire coloured-glazed
wares and
those of Yorkshire —not a recent distinction
as we tend to think —and he attributed a
number of these wares to Leeds, including a
small chocolate pot with a mottled blue
glaze (16.299(47).
Two Potteries which the early collectors
in Leeds would never have thought to
consider as possible manufacturers of the
creamware in their collections were in
Derbyshire. One of these —the Cock Pit
Hill Factory in Derby was known to them,
but for some reason it was considered to
have been more important as a centre for
the making of slipware than for the manufacture of creamware.'4 The other, at
Melbourne, a few miles south of Derby,
was completely unknown until 1957 when
an excavation, which has since caused a
great deal of interest, was carried out.'he
creamware which is linked, on the strength
of marked transfer-printed pieces, to the
Derby Pot Works is a now well recognised

3. Teapot and lid, h. tq5 cm, deep cream, the applied
decoration stained yellow, green and deep brown. Made by
Thomas Wheildon and josiah Wedgtoood at Fenton Low,
59. Bequeathed by Thomas Hollings 19/7.
175$—

2. Cruet with three bottles and two castors, h. a85 cm,
pale cream, the inscriptions in light-red. Made by Peter and
Francis Warburton, Cobridge c. s79o. Bequeathed by R. T.
Walker s9or.

volumes

when

Leeds'. The Kidsons, who illustrated the
teapot, were clearly unsure of it as they
suggested that the decoration was of'
German type and that the pot could well
have been painted abroad."
Although there is as yet no documentary
evidence, it can be convincingly demonstrated that the Derbyshire Potteries sent
their wares to Leeds to be decorated.~~
This idea disturbs the now long established
group of early that is pre-1770 Leeds
creamware as many of the pots in this
group were attributed to Leeds by Towner
on the grounds that they bore Leeds
painting. The more one examines this
group the more tempting it is to make new
attributions. A beautiful teapot (16.161/47)
in the Hollings Collection, moulded with a
gilt band and painted in iron-red and black
in the Leeds style with quaint buildings
within landscapes is a case in point as its
shape and general appearance are like
many of the pots already attributed to
Derbyshire. In this context it is interesting
to consider a bowl (pl. 6), recently acquired
for Temple Newsam.
This has been
attributed to Derby, presumably because
the painting, which is in iron-red, black and
green, occurs on recognisable Cock Pit Hill
pieces. The painting is, however, far more
likely to have been done at Leeds and there
is no reason at all why both the bowl and
the teapot should not have been sent to
Leeds for decoration. Much work will have
to be done in the future on this early group
and so much rests on the date of'he
establishment of the Leeds Pottery which
is still debatable. It is rather interesting to
discover that the nineteenth century Leeds
collectors possessed very little of this early
creamware. Certainly very little, if any,
can be identified in the Richard Wilson
catalogue, and the Kidsons do not appear
to have illustrated a single piece. Most of
the early creamware
in the Hollings
Collection, including the teapot mentioned
above, was bought in London.
A number of other 'Leeds'ieces in the
Temple Newsam collection have recently
been re-attributed to Derbyshire. One of
these, a deep cream teapot on three paw
1'eet and transfer-printed
in black with
lovers in a landscape (16.221/47), was
bought by Hollings from Kidson. Hollings

group. Two pieces at Temple Newsam
House were discussed in a Calendar article
in 1955.'ne of'these was a teapot in the
collection of Mrs. Arthur Smith (10.6/38)
painted in black and iron-red with the
inscription 'Wilkes and Liberty'. The other
piece, which Thomas Hollings clearly
thought of as a product of Leeds (16.
162/47), was a deep cream teapot with
broad bead mouldings and a charming
painted chinoiserie design. This group of
creamware has now been better defined by
Towner," and since then a number of other
pieces in the Hollings Collection have been
attributed to Derby including an ovoid teapot with a foliate scroll handle cut square —a
typical Derby feature —and painted in
bright iron-red with bouquets of flowers
(16.110 47). Hollings refused to commit
himself to an attribution for this pot which
he no doubt recognised as being very
different to anything else which he associated with Leeds. He did, however, enter it
in his 'Leeds Ware'ist. The painting on this
piece is interesting as it occurred in exactly
the same form on a teapot with very distinctive Melbourne features in the Lowy
Collection.'ndeed it seems not unsurprisingly —that the two Derbyshire factories
often used the same decorators as a coffee
pot, convincingly attributed to Melbourne
by Donald Towner, is painted in bright
iron-red and green in the rather clumsy
style associated with the wares of Cock Pit
Hill (pl. 4). It would seem also —again not
unsurprisingly —that painters from Leeds
worked in Derbyshire for one of the most
convincing Melbourne pots in the whole
collection is painted in the Leeds style as
originally defined by Towner s although
it is in the purple monochrome typical of
much Melbourne painting rather than in
the iron-red and black associated with
Leeds (pl. 5). This teapot, which comes from
the Richard Wilson Collection via H. C.
Embleton and Thomas Hollings, has many
of the features which occur on shards from
the Melbourne site: a pierced acorn knob,
straight spout, rather straggly terminals
which also occur on a cake stand in Donald
Towner's Collection'~ and borders of diamond pattern. Richard Wilson considered
the pot to have been made in Leeds,
recording as he so of'ten did: 'no mark.
24
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shards —is printed in purple monochrome
with flower sprays (16.338/47). A plain
creamware basket (16.241/47), related in
form to the plate, also has some very
characteristic features, including the ribbed
moulding and 'straggly'erminals.
In 1850, Joseph Marryat in his sf History
of Pottery and Porcelain, referred to the Leeds
Pottery Pattern Book in the British Museum
Library which, he said, was 'interesting as
identifying the ware by comparison with
the engravings.'t is rather surprising that
since then there have been so few scientific
attempts to relate articles of creamware to
pattern book designs, for the pattern books
published by the late eighteenth century
manuf'acturers
like those of'edgwood
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j

(1774), Leeds (1783), Dunderdale (1796)
and Whiteheads of Hanley (1798) provide
a wealth of information about shapes,
pierced designs and moulded details. It is
true of course that as the manufacturers
copied each other's designs, many of the
in their pattern books are
engravings
similar and sometimes almost identical to
those of their competitors, and therefore
the ability to relate a piece of creamware to
an engraved design does not constitute
complete evidence f'r an attribution. On
the other hand a serious and thoroughgoing attempt to correlate whole collections
of creamware with manufacturers'esigns
will undoubtedly prove to be a rewarding
exercise and a valuable contribution to
eighteenth century ceramic studies.
One of the first of the Yorkshire collectors
to use pattern books was probably Richard
Wilson who tentatively distinguished unmarked creamware made at Castleford
from that made at Leeds. That he did this
was undoubtedly
due to the fact that he
possessed a copy of'he engraved pattern
book of David Dunderdale 8t Co.24 as well
as the better known pattern book of the
Leeds Pottery. None of his Castleford pieces
appear to have come to Temple Newsam,
a number of'ots in other
although
collections here have been identified from
the engravings, including a water cistern
f'rom Lord Airedale (15.13/42) which corresponds exactly to design number one:
'Lavemain f'ait a fbntaine, uni'. The Kidsons illustrated a similar cistern —if not the
same one —f'rom the Walker Joy Collection,

4. Goree pot and lid, h. en 5 cm, deep cream, painted
iron-red, green and brown. Melbourne, Derbyshire, c. s77o.
Given by Thomas Hotlings sctd6.

attributed it to Leeds which is strange
because it is quite unlike most of'the creamware associated with the factory, although
as late as 1958 it was exhibited in the 'Leeds
Creamware'xhibition
at Kenwood. The
pot with its distinctively crackled glaze is
undoubtedly a Cock Pit Hill piece as is
another teapot moulded with a pineapple
design
(16.323/47) and stained with
coloured glazes. A teapot which is similar
to one identified by Towner as Melbourne
(4.27/46) is a charming example with very
characteristic 'briar'erminals and is decorated in iron-red and black with a diaper
pattern. A lobed plate pierced with designs
which form crown-shapes —a type ofdecoration which occurs amongst the Melbourne
25

TeaPot and lid, h. s8 8 cm, deeP cream, Painted in PurPle monochrome
Bequeathed by Thomas Hottings 1947.

5.

and, in spite of their strictures about
'museum
curators who ought to know
better', they attributed it to the Leeds
Pottery. It is difficult to gauge the quality
of Castleford creamware for it is so little
known. Even at the height of the collecting
mania the organisers of the Old Leeds
Exhibition in 1908 were obviously hard
pressed to find even seven pieces of creamware for the Castleford section which
included thirty-two exhibits. Jewitt, who
had no doubt handled a number of marked
pieces, considered Gastleford creamware
to be 'of an excellent quality and good
colour',s6 but later writers, notably Archdeacon H. A. Hall, did not share this
opinion. He thought that it was 'very
badly designed and badly potted'.s'ertainly the pieces so far identified at Temple
Newsam are not of a particularly good
quality. They all have a very white body
covered with a rather 'sticky'reyish glaze.

and gilt. Melbourne,

Derbyshire,

c. r77o.

A cruet stand in the Hollings Collection
(16.324/47) is made of a very similar
creamware and corresponds very closely to
engraving number twenty three: 'Platmenage garni de 5 pieces'.
Over half the designs in the Castleford
Pattern Book are copied from the Leeds
book and many others are very similar.
This makes it very difficult indeed to
distinguish between the late wares of'he
two Yorkshire factories, although many
show slight differences,
engravings
particularly in moulded details, and these
can make all the difference in the identification of the finished product. Another
f'actory whose wares have undoubtedly
been confused with those of Leeds was that
owned by James and Charles Whitehead
in Hanley, Staffordshire, whose pattern
book has actually been mistaken f'r the
Leeds Pattern Book. A copy in the Wedgwood Museum at Barlaston has, at some
of'he
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time, been inscribed 'Not Wedgwood...
Hartley Greens & Co., Leeds'. The Whitehead book was discovered some time ago in
the Solon Library by Reginald Haggar,
but it was Michael Parkinson, writing in
this Calendar, who made some of the first
attributions to Whiteheads.2s Amongst the
pieces identified then were a pair of vase
candlesticks
(16.88/47) which Hollings
bought from Kidson in 1930 and recorded
in his 'Leeds Ware'ist. These are made of
a very white, hard and thickly potted
creamware —so distinctive in fact that it
seems that the Whitehead products will
prove quite easy to identify. A fluted water
ewer (16.82/47) with a ribbed double
intertwined loop handle in the Hollings
Collection, which was not mentioned in
Michael Parkinson's article, is made from
a very similar material and appears in the
Whitehead book as engraving number 115.
There is another, rather similar ewer, in the
Hollings Collection (16.80/47), but the
body material is a lot softer and more
yellow. Furthermore it does not have the
rather distinctive feature of moulded scrollwork at the rim near the handle which
occurs on the other ewer and on the Whiteheads engraving. Now that the Whitehead
Pattern Book has been reprinted this group
of creamware will become better known.2~
One class of creamware which is still
often confused with the products of Hartley
Greens & Co. is the modern creamware
made by the Senior family, although
collectors have long known of its existence.
In fact this very white, rather brittle
material with a grey and very finely
crackled glaze is visually fairly easy to
distinguish
from its eighteenth
century
counterpart, but it is good to have confirmation of attributions to Senior in the
form of the catalogue of 'Reproductions of
Leeds Pottery'ublished
by W. W. Slee in
1913.s This catalogue was sadly the cause of
some bitterness between the Seniors and
Slee since nowhere does it acknowledge the
Seniors work. A rather strange quatrefoil
'egg tray'n a high foot in Lord Airedale's
Collection, which was formerly attributedif rather suspiciously —to Hartley Greens
& Co., corresponds to design number 555
in Slee's catalogue and apparently cost
1.1.0in 1913. A number of other pieces

$
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in the collection are modern including two
shell dishes, one of which is impressed
'LEEDS * POTTERY'. They correspond
to design number 571 in the catalogue and
also to eighteenth century blocks from the
Leeds Pottery which are at Temple Newsam
House. Two modern creamware figures of
Bachus (16.192/47) and Venus (16.195/47)
are also taken from eighteenth century
moulds. Unfortunately
these figures have
not been traced in the Hollings Notebook, but it is fairly obvious that the
modern creamware deceived collectors in
the early part of the century and changed
hands in the salerooms in Leeds as eighteenth century creamware. A vase in the
H. C. Embleton Collection (1928.94), for
instance, is obviously a modern product
but formerly belonged to Richard Wilson
who does not seem to have had many
doubts about it.
The photograph on page 22, taken in
1946, shows Thomas Hollings with one of
the most intriguing pieces of 'Leeds
the whole of his collection —a coffee pot
which he had bought in London about
ten years previously.
Undoubtedly
his
interest in it lay in the fact that it is inscribed GREEN LEEDS 1768 (16.90/47).
On close examination, however, the base
on which the inscription has been incised
can be seen to be a false one, although it
would seem to be contemporary with the
pot which was actually made by Wedgwood
and is marked as such on the true base. The
significance of the coflee pot, and particularly the date, remains as much of a
mystery as do the products of the Leeds
creamware factory before 1770. Unfortunately Hollings made no comment about the
piece in his Notebook. It appears that he
accepted the inscription as a genuine one.
Quite what he would have made of recent
attempts to attribute his 'Leeds Ware'o
factories other than Leeds we shall never
know. No doubt he would have considered
that the origin of a piece of creamware was
of far less importance than its quality and
the quality of the creamware in the Thomas
Hollings Collection bears witness to the
taste and discrimination of a great Yorkshire collector.
Ware'n
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6. Bowl, d. F5 cm,
c. r77o. Bought t973.
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deep cream, pa nted

1. Michael R. Parkinson, Mr. Greg's
L.A.C., no. 67, 1970, pp. 18—27.
2. L.A.C., no. 67, 1970, pp. 4 —11.
Thomas Hollings to Mr. Hendy,
ITemple Newsam House).
Parkinson, as above, pp. 18—19.
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iron-red, black and green. Derbyshire or 7orkshire, probably painted in Leeds,

17. Donald

'Leeds Ware',

18.

10 July, 1945
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20.

5. Kidson, p. 52.
6. Donald C. '1'owner, English Cream-Coloured Earthenware, Faber, 1957. The book is presently being
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Rackham & Herbert Read,
Pottery, Ernest Berm, 1924 (republished
Publishing Ltd., 1972), Fig. 193.
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C. Towner,
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Earthenware

Engl'tsh

dissertation

E.P.
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Pottery

of the English Ceramic
Circle, vol. 6, pt. 3, 1967.
Sold Sothebys, 2 May, 1972, Lot 47.
Donald C. Towner, The Leeds Pottery, 1963,
pp. 30—32.
Donald C. Towner, The Melbourne Pottery, in
Trans. E.C.C. vol. 8, pt. 1, pl. 22a.
Kidson p. 126, pl. 13.

Derby, in Transactions

p. 17.

Enamel Painting Cream-Coloured
r76o and t78o, unpublished

Between

of'eeds, 1972,

for the University

23. Miss Joan Elliot-Smith; sold Sothebys, 17 April,
1973, Lot 73.
24. The Castleford Pottery Pattern Book, 1796 Ireprinted by E.P. Publishing Ltd., 1973). Wilson*s
copy was exhibited in 1908 at the 'Old Leeds

8. L.A.C., no. 67, p. 4.
9. Edward Bond; sale Hepper, Leeds, 8—9 October,
1884, Lot 89. Kidson pl. 8.
10. Llewellyn Jewitt, The Ceramic Art of Great Britain,
81, ill. Fig. 857.
1878, vol. 1, p. 480 —
Anderson & Garland,
Embleton;
sale,
11. H. C.
14 April, 1930.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
12. A. E. Clarke; sale Sothebys, 18 June, 1919,
Lot 251.
13. I am grateful to Arnold Mountford, Director ol

Exhibition'n
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Catalogue no. 164.

City Art

25. Kidson, p. 52. The cistern
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Gallery,

illustrated

26. Jewitt, Ceramic Art, vol. 1, p. 278.
27. Old Leeds Exhibition Catalogue,
28. L.A.C., no. 67, p. 20.

the City ivluseum and Art Gallery, Stoke-onTrent, for help with the attribution of Statfordshire pottery at Temple Newsam.

Leeds.

in plate

1908, p. 41.

29. james and Charles Whitehead, Manufacturers, Hanley,
Stajfordshire, Designs of Sundry Articles of Earthenware, 1798.
30. W. W. Slee, 30 Duncan Street, Leeds, ReproWare, Leeds,
ductions of Leeds Pottery, Queen's
October 1913.

14. Rackham and Read op. cit. pp. 26—27.
15. Franklin A. Barrett and Arthur C. Thorpe in
Transactions of the English Ceramic Society,
vol. 5, pt. 3, 1962.
16. Geoff'rey Godden, A Derby Tea-Pot in the Leeds
Collection, L.A.C., no, 15, pp. 15—18 and p. 20.
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Sir Thomas Gascoigne's Snug Boxes

enough, as 1'r its associations: it appears in
the portrait of Sir Thomas, complete with
all the correct accoutrements of a man of
fashion, that Pompeo Batoni painted in
Rome in 1779 (Fig. 1). The box could
hardly have more handsome documentary
support than this. It is disappointing that the
sword which 1'eatures in the portrait has
not remained in the collection: it looks like
a Parisian one of the 1770s and would have
been the only example of this branch of
the goldsmiths'rt in Leeds.
A delightful circular box hollowed out of
red porphyry and fitted with simple giltmetal mounts must be Italian (Fig. 4). It
has on the lid a mosaic scene showing doves
drinking f'rom a golden basin, taken from
the mosaic emblema discovered in the floor
of Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli in 1737. This
became a popular subject and it is found
on two snuff'oxes in the Victoria and
Albert Museum.'ther subjects were used
as well: Sir Thomas Lawrence, on a visit
to Rome in 1819, was given a box with a
view of the Temple of Vesta at Tivoli.s It
seems likely that Sir Thomas Gascoigne
acquired his box in Italy about 1779, the
date of the Batoni portrait, and the style of
the mounts is consistent with this.
One other box deserves a mention
although we do not know how it came into
the Gascoignes'ollection.
It is a circular
box of'ortoiseshell
with gold mounts
(Fig. 5) and just enough of the marks can
be made out to show that it was made in
Paris in 1789: the maker cannot be identified. The ivory plaque on the lid is painted
in gouache and depicts Leda and the Swan.
There was apparently a vogue in Paris just
before the Revolution for circular boxes
decorated with grisaille scenes.4 This one
has been altered at some time: a round
depression now concealed by the ivory

In the huge art collection given to Leeds by
Sir Alvary and Lady Gascoigne in 1968 are
made by
nearly a dozen-and-a-half'oxes
European and Scandinavian golds miths

during the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. They are boxes for snuff; patches
and smelling salts and many are English,
including a simple but masterly box from
that prolific craftsman A. J. Strachan. But
the most interesting are the continental.
Two are the sort of box available in Paris in
the 1760s and 70s. The earlier was made
by Antoine Blocquet in 1769—70 and is
a straightforward,
all-gold box made for
everyday use.'t was probably bought new
in Paris by Sir Thomas Gascoigne, 8th
Baronet, for he spent a good deal of his life
there. It was certainly in the family in 1810
as it is engraved inside the lid with the
crests of the Gascoignes and the Olivers of
Gastle Oliver in Co. Limerick: Sir Thomas
died that year and was succeeded by
Richard Oliver who took Gascoigne for his
surname. So no doubt it was he that had
the crests put there. The later of the two
boxes (Fig. 2) probably has the same
history although for some reason it was not
engraved with the family crests. It was
made in 1772—3 by Jean-Baptiste-Sebastien
de Saint-Julien whose work is rare. Like
the earlier it is of fine quality and shows
signs of the wear it would have received
through constant handling.
Sir Thomas acquired a much more
important if less practical box in Paris, by
tradition as a gift from Marie Antoinette
whose miniature portrait on ivory appears
on the lid. Of tortoiseshell mounted in gold
(Fig. 3), it was made in 1772—3, probably
by Joseph Gibert or Alexandre Gaucher:
the maker's mark is almost completely
unreadable. The box is remarkable not so
much in itself, although it is distinguished
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Paris r77z —8, maker

1.

Lef/i Detail of Pompeo Batoni's portrait of Sir Thomas Gascoigne painted in Rome in s77ct. It shows the Marie
box (Fig. 8) and a gold sword-hilt probably made in Paris.

3.

Paris t77o —
8, maker PerhaPs gosePh Gibert miniature Portrait of Marie Antoinette l. 8 cm.

Saint-3ulien

l. 8 8 cm.
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indicates that the lid once had a smaller
medallion, and the ivory itself has been
changed f'rom square to circular by clipping
the corners and making up the curves with
a piece of'paper glued on behind. Pencilled
on the back of'he paper are the words
Galon / et Gorge / Dug, the significance of
which remains a mystery.
Although these boxes are not intrinsically
as important as the best in the Fulford
collection they reveal some fascinating
associations and show us the taste, not
twentieth century collector, but of'he
eighteenth century English aristocrat casually gathering things about him as he lived
and travelled on the Continent.
of'he

ANTHONY

c. t77g.

4.

/talion

5.

Paris t78g, maker unknou'n,

ol'he

A souoenir /rom

WELLS-COLE

Tiooli diam.

t>

g

<n>.

diam. 7 7 cm.

mentioned in the text:
1756, working 1781;
pean-Baptiste-Sebastian
de Saint-gutien, maitre 1761
working 1781; joseph Gibert, maitre 1759, died
1775; Alexandre Gaucher, maitre 1761, living 1791.
Henri 1<iocq Le Pointon de Paris IV p. 7 specifies
Saint-Julien's mark as 'Fleur de lys couronnee,
les deux
une aigle'ut does not
illustrate it: I believe th< mark <>n Fig. 2 is his.
i11 92 —1969 and 159—1878. It was also used on
ceramics. The original is now in the Capitoline
Museum, Rome.

Details

Antoine

makers

Btocctuet,

maitre

grains,...,

repr.

Clare Le Corbeiller,

European

and American

Snug Boxes, t730 —<83o, Fig. 702.
'I'wo others are in the V & A, both made
by
Jean-Frangois Morand in Paris, 1789: they are
218 1878 and M. 142—1917. A circular box
decorated with I'ull-colour scenes top and bottom
was given to Temple Xewsam by Elaine Barran
in 1960: Paris, probably 1784, maker unknown

(4.1/60).
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Ar.s scene
Get the monthly magazine
published by the Yorkshire
Arts Association. It contains
a vast list of artistic
events which is designed as
an attractive poster plus
lots of informative articles
on what's happening in
the arts.
You can buy the magazine
Leeds at the City Art
Gallery, the Park Square
Gallery, Barker's, the
Playhouse or the Grand
Theatre. You can also
subscribe for E1 a year.
Send to us for details, or,
if you'e never seen the
publication, a free

introductory

in

copy.

YORKSHIRE ARTS ASSOCIATION
GLYDE HOUSE, GLYDEGATE
BRADFORD BD5 OBQ
Telephone Bradford 23051

I

Park Square
Gallery

57 St. Paul's Street, Leeds

f.

Telephone Leeds z64zt

Monday to Friday
ro a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday zo a.m. to

r

p.m.

MARTIN NAYLOR
Sculpture and Drawings
MICHAEL GI NSI)ORG
Paintings
8 January —2 February

PATRICK HUGHES
A NTHON Y EARNS HAW
Paintings,

Drawings, Prints

5 —23 February

JOHN ELDEIK FIELD
JOHN JONES
Paintings

5 —3o March

DOROTHY 8 RA I) F ORD

Drawings and Paintings
of Musicians
2 —27 April Music Festival
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CARDIGAN ROAD
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